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Emles Global Luxury 50 Index™  

Description 

The Emles Global Luxury 50 Index™ aims to measure the performance of 50 global companies engaged in the business of 

manufacturing, marketing, or selling luxury goods. 

Identification 

• LUXGOODP – Emles Global Luxury 50 PR Index 

• LUXGOODT – Emles Global Luxury 50 TR Index 

• LUXGOODN – Emles Global Luxury 50 NTR Index 

Eligibility Criteria 

Eligible Issuers 

Eligible companies must engage in the business of manufacturing, marketing, or selling luxury goods, as determined by Emles 

Indexing LLC. Issuers of index securities may operate in global markets and must maintain a primary or sole listing on a global 

stock exchange. 

Eligible Security Types 

Common shares as well as non-preferential shares of equity are generally eligible for index inclusion. Publicly traded preferred 

units and institutional shares are generally not eligible for index inclusion. 

Investability Criteria 

Eligible index securities must satisfy the following: 

• Minimum $100 million company market capitalization* 

• Minimum $1.00 share price*  

• Minimum trailing 6-month average daily trading value of $25 million*  

o Emles Indexing LLC may elect to include stocks with liquidity under $25 million for review and 

approval by the Index Committee 

 

* or equivalent in local currency, based on prevailing exchange rates 

Other Criteria 

As determined at quarterly reconstitution, eligible companies with pending definitive agreements will generally be excluded from 

index inclusion if the corporate event is expected to complete by rebalance effective date. As each corporate event is unique, 

potential changes to index membership will be approved by the Index Committee.  
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Index Management Schedule 

Reconstitution 

Using post-market-close security information as of reconstitution reference date, eligible index securities submitted to the Index 

Committee must satisfy all “Eligibility Criteria.” 50 eligible index securities will be approved by the Index Committee on a 

quarterly basis to represent “final index securities.” 

• Reconstitution reference date: Final business day in February, May, August, and November. 

Rebalance 

At quarterly index rebalance, final index securities are rebalanced per the procedure outlined in the “Weighting and Capping” 

section. Using post-market-close security prices, shares outstanding, and IWFs as of share fixing date, Emles Indexing LLC will 

ensure the accuracy of index shares determined by the calculation agent throughout the pro forma period. Final index securities 

and their rebalanced weights will go effective prior to market open on rebalance effective day. 

• Share fixing date: Business day five weeks prior to the third Friday in March, June, September, and December. 

• Pro forma period: Period of 3-4 business days preceding each rebalance effective date. 

• Rebalance effective date: First business day following the third Friday of March, June, September, December. 

 Weighting and Capping 

1. Final index securities are ranked by market capitalization, determined as of share fixing date. 

2. Preliminary security weights are determined by dividing each index security’s market capitalization by the total market 

capitalization represented by the final index securities. 

3. If the preliminary weight of the top-ranked constituent exceeds 8%, it is assigned a final security weight of 8% with any 

excess weight proportionately distributed to lower-ranked constituents.  

4. If the preliminary weight of the next largest constituent exceeds 8%, it is assigned a final security weight of 8% with any 

excess weight proportionately distributed to lower-ranked constituents.  

5. Step (4) is repeated for subsequently ranked securities until all final security weights are 8% or below. 

6. Final security weights are sent to the calculation agent for pre-market effectiveness on rebalance effective date. 

Index Maintenance Schedule 

A special Index rebalance may be triggered by corporate actions and will be implemented as soon as reasonably practicable. 

In the event of a merger between two or more Index constituents, the special Index rebalance will generally occur one trading 

day after the business combination gains necessary approvals. In the event a corporate action results in the delisting of an 

index security, the to-be-delisted security weight will be calculated at the determined conversion price, inclusive of any 

potential cash consideration.  

Should corporate action effectiveness affect the number of index securities, Emles Indexing LLC may exercise discretion 

regarding surviving securities and/or potential additions of index securities. In the event of a special Index rebalance (and 

potential divisor adjustments), index shares of affected index securities will be calculated using shares outstanding and IWFs 

representative of deal terms known to the index calculation agent.  

Please refer to the “Announcements” section for guidance on change announcements pertaining to index maintenance.  
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Additional Information 

Base Date 

The base date for the Index is December 31, 2014, with a base value of 1000. Data prior to index launch was backtested by 

rigorously applying then-current Index methodology to each historical rebalancing date to select and weight constituents. A 

backfilled or back-casted methodology can result in the exclusion of acquired, merged, or delisted companies and distort 

historical performance.  

Calculation Agent 

The index is calculated in USD on a Price Return, Total Return, and Net Total Return basis by S&P Dow Jones Indices, the 

“Calculation agent”.  A full description of the formulas, methods, dividend reinvestment policy, holidays, and dissemination 

schedule relevant to the calculation of the Emles Global Luxury 50 Index™ can be found in the S&P “Index Mathematics 

Methodology” and are incorporated herein.  

Announcements  

Changes to index membership and/or position weights related to the quarterly Index rebalance will be announced by 08:30 

ET on the third Friday of March, June, September, and December. Changes related to special Index rebalance or other 

maintenance event will be handled on a case-by-case basis. Index methodology changes, if any, will be announced after 

market close on the last trading day of the month. Announcements can be found at https://emles.com/indexes/.  

Index Committee 

The Index is managed by an Index Committee that reviews all methodology modifications to ensure that they are made 

objectively and without bias. The committee is composed of full-time professional members of Emles Advisers LLC staff and 

board, convenes on a quarterly basis, and is responsible for overseeing the development and applications of the 

methodology. If the Index methodology does not provide a clear process for the management of any situation, the committee 

will determine the process to be followed. Information regarding methodology modifications and constituent changes is 

considered to be material and may have an impact on the market.  

Consequently, all committee discussions are confidential.  

Data Integrity 

Emles Indexing LLC uses various quality assurance tools to monitor and maintain the accuracy of its data. While every 

reasonable effort is made to ensure data integrity, there is no guarantee against error. Adjustments to incorrect data will be 

handled on a case-by-case basis depending on the significance of the error and the feasibility of a correction. Incorrect 

intraday ticks of the Index resulting from data errors will not be corrected.  

No Advisory Relationship 

Emles Indexing LLC is not an investment advisor, and Emles Indexing LLC and its affiliates make no representation 

regarding the advisability of investing in any investment fund or other vehicle. This document should not be construed to 

provide advice of any kind, including, but not limited to, tax and legal.  

You Must Make Your Own Investment Decision  

It is not possible to invest directly in an Index. Index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses. 

Past performance is not a guarantee of future returns. You should not make a decision to invest in any investment fund or 

other vehicle based on the statements set forth in this document and are advised to make an investment in any investment 

fund or other vehicle only after carefully evaluating the risks associated with investment in the investment fund or other 

https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/methodologies/methodology-index-math.pdf
https://emles.com/indexes/
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vehicle, as detailed in the offering memorandum or similar document prepared by or on behalf of the issuer. This document 

does not contain, and does not purport to contain, the level of detail necessary to give sufficient basis to an investment 

decision. The addition, removal, or inclusion of a security in any Emles Indexing LLC Index is not a recommendation to buy, 

sell, or hold that security, nor is it investment advice.  

No Warranties 

The accuracy and/or completeness of any Emles Indexing LLC Index, any data included therein, or any data from which it is 

based is not guaranteed by Emles Indexing LLC, and it shall have no liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions 

therein. Emles Indexing LLC makes no warranties, express or implied, as to results to be obtained from use of information 

provided by Emles Indexing LLC and used in this service, and Emles Indexing LLC expressly disclaims all warranties of 

suitability with respect thereto.  

Limitation of Liability  

While Emles Indexing LLC believes that the information provided in this document is reliable, Emles Indexing LLC shall not 

be liable for any claims or losses of any nature in connection with the use or misuse of the information in this document, 

including but not limited to, lost profits or punitive or consequential damages, even if Emles Indexing LLC has been advised 

of the possibility of same.  

Policies and Procedures 

Analytic services and products provided by Emles Indexing LLC are the result of separate activities designed to preserve the 

independence and objectivity of each analytic process. Emles Indexing LLC has established policies and procedures to 

maintain the confidentiality of material non-public information received during each analytic process. Emles Indexing LLC 

and its affiliates provide a wide range of services to, or relating to, many organizations, and may receive fees or other 

economic benefits from these organizations.  

This document has been prepared solely for informational purposes based on information generally available to the public 

from sources believed to be reliable. Emles Indexing LLC makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of 

this document, the content of which may change without notice. The methodology involves Index rebalances and 

maintenance that are made periodically throughout the year and may not, therefore, reflect real-time information.  

 

Disclaimer 
 

Emles Indexing LLC may, from time to time, exercise reasonable discretion as it deems appropriate in order to ensure 

Index integrity, including but not limited to, quantitative inclusion criteria. Emles Indexing LLC may also, due to special 

circumstances, if deemed essential, apply discretionary adjustments to ensure and maintain the high quality of the index 

construction and calculation.  

In jurisdictions where Emles Indexing LLC or its affiliates do not have the necessary licenses, this document does not constitute 

an offering of any security, product, or service. Emles Indexing LLC may receive compensation in connection with licensing its 

indices to third parties. All information provided by Emles Indexing LLC in this document is impersonal and not customized to 

the specific needs of any entity, person, or group of persons. Emles Indexing LLC and its affiliates do not endorse, manage, 

promote, sell, or sponsor any investment fund or other vehicle that is offered by third parties and that seeks to provide an 

investment return linked to or based on the returns of any Emles Indexing LLC index. 

Copyright © 2020, 2022 by Emles Indexing LLC, a part of Emles Advisors LLC. All rights reserved. This document, in whole or 

in part, may not be redistributed, reproduced, and/or photocopied without prior written permission. Emles® is a registered 

trademark.  


